
Take the Waystream Way
Why to choose solutions designed to embrace the challenges to come



Fit for FTTH  

– how to get fiber for the future

We provide the best form and fit

We provide unique functions

You get great features

You get equipment developed for the FTTH-market

“We benefit greatly from Waystream's long experience of the FTTH market. They add the 

experience and knowledge we need in our continued expansion of our FTTH network. 

With the products, we get good scalability, good port density and the functions needed 

for our FTTH network to deliver fast internet and services that are delivered securely and 

stably with the help of Waystream's equipment.”

Quote: Wybren Lieuwes, Kabelnoord

Reliability  

– how to achieve the most important 

We provide field proven solutions

We guarantee high uptime

You get a scalable network

You get a robust network



Easy Operations  

– how to stay out of trouble 

We provide AI and automation

We offer advanced telemetry

You get reliable diagnostics

You get operational efficiency 

“Future security is one of the key features. As more and more functions end up in the 

cloud, higher transfer speeds are required for both individuals and companies. There is a 

rapid development towards more complex services that require high speed, high availabi-

lity and fast response times. Thanks to Waystream, we can now deliver it.” 

Quote: Jonas Forsum, project coordinator, Citynätet.

“We considered Waystreams products to be more reliable than similar products on the 

market. Reliability is an extremely important key point for us. In addition, Waystream’s  

products are easy to configure, so the products were up and running after just a few  

hours of workshops for our technicians.”

Quote: Sebastian Landgraf, Chief Technology Officer at RegioNet Schweinfurt GmbH. 



Waystream is one of the leading suppliers of hardware 

and related services to the FTTH market. We help our 

customers to offer the market’s best fiber network.

Want to know more: contact us at  

sales@waystream.com


